Mobile Waste Management Module

The Operational Sustainability, LLC® OESuite™ Mobile Waste Management Module allows companies to track waste containers, storage area inspections, and shipments using smartphones or tablets – no requirement for additional hardware.

OESuite has both offline and online modes, and improves the workflow and efficiency of container movements in your facility. Scan barcodes to track container movements (i.e. 90 day RCRA storage concern) and shipments. In offline mode, personnel can use tablets and phones to capture pictures and make notes in real time – at the point of inspection – and then review or work on them anywhere.

OESuite’s Mobile Waste Management Module allows environmental and operations personnel to:

- Capture barcodes to identify containers
- Identify opportunities to consolidate waste and empty containers
- Track container movements to storage areas or shipping department
- Perform storage area limits, inventories, and inspections with predefined checklists
- Generate specific uniform hazardous waste manifests and bills of lading

Findings captured during the inspections are integrated with the OESuite Corrective and Preventative Actions (CAPA) Module. Our advanced analytics, alerts, and notifications enable rapid escalation when patterns outside the norm and threats are detected.

OESuite allows you to track waste throughout the entire lifecycle, optimizing waste management and minimizing overall costs in the facility.
Mobilizing Your Workforce

With the OESuite™ Mobility platform, it’s easy to customize your own screens and workflows within our flexible framework to:

- Create email notifications and custom checklists
- Define mandatory or optional fields, text, and drop down field types
- Enable field value descriptions
- Add, remove, or re-sequence data fields and create workflows
- Create your own security hierarchy
- Take pictures, annotate drawings
- Leverage GPS

We connect your workforce to asset, compliance, engineering, operations, automation, supply chain, and EH&S information where and when it’s needed. Applications include:

- Operator rounds
- Work management
- Inspection management
- Task management
- Work instructions / procedures
- Condition assessment
- Work permitting
- Pre-Startup Safety Review (PSSR)
- Management of Change (MOC)
- Incident management
- Audit
- Waste management
- Training
- Redlining

For more information email us at info@os-orm.com or call (713) 355-2900.